Interaction in large-scale outdoor space has been extensively studied due to its importance in understanding the human-land relationship. Models such as the gravity have been proven to be able to quantify the interaction between two places. However, interaction in indoor space still remains unclear even though humans spend over 70% of their time indoors. Few studies attempt to construct an indoor interaction model. In this study, we analyze the interaction between stores in shopping malls via customer flow to determine whether indoor mobility interaction follows the gravity law and what are its influencing factors. Based on indoor positioning data, two customer flow measures (connectivity flow, indicating the direct connection between stores, and association flow, indicating the association relationship between stores) and two distance measures (path distance, indicating the minimum travel cost, and store distance, indicating the mean travel cost) are defined to fit the traditional and extended gravity models (considering store floor and type). We find that 1) interaction between stores follows a power law distribution, indicating that only a small fraction of store pairs is closely related; 2) customer mobility is governed by the gravity law, where the distance decay exponent is 1-2 for the connectivity flow and 0-1 for the association flow; and 3) store floor and type are two important factors that affect the interaction between stores. These findings provide insights for modeling indoor interactions and can support indoor settings to optimize their layout, estimate the customer flow and promote sales.
I. INTRODUCTION
Modeling the interaction between different places is important because doing so can help us understand human mobility and its relationship with the environment. This issue has been extensively studied in large-scale outdoor space due to its applications in many areas, such as traffic prediction [1] , [2] , urban planning [3] , [4] , and epidemic control [5] , [6] . However, there are few studies has been found to model the human mobility interaction in small-scale indoor space. The pattern of indoor interaction and its influencing factors still remains unclear even though most people spend more than 70% of their time indoors and understanding this type of The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Mahmoud Barhamgi.
interaction can help managers carry out customer flow estimation, facility layout optimization, and location-based recommendations. Therefore, constructing an indoor mobility interaction model and exploring the human-land relationship in indoor space is significant and worthy of study.
Regarding interaction in outdoor space, various human mobility data, including census migration records [7] , [8] , GPS travel trajectories [9] , [10] , traffic survey data [11] , [12] , mobile phone data [13] , [14] , and social media check-in data [15] , [16] , have been used to explore the pattern of this type of interaction at different scales of settings. Spatial interaction models such as the intervening opportunities model [17] , [18] , the gravity model [19] , and the recently proposed radiation model [20] , [21] have been employed to quantify the relationship between interaction intensity and VOLUME 7, 2019 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ their influencing factors. Among all these spatial interaction models, the gravity model, which suggests that the interaction strength between two places is proportional to the population of these places and decays with the distance between them, is commonly used due to its simplicity of calculation, effectiveness in predicting the degree of interaction and ability to reflect the distance decay effects [15] , [22] . The migration flow between countries [8] , [23] , the traffic flow between cities [11] , [12] , and the commuting flow between regions [24] , [25] have all been successfully modeled by the gravity model. Compared to that in outdoor space, few spatial interaction models have been constructed in indoor space. In this regard, the major reason is the lack of appropriate observation data and the particularity of the indoor environment compared with outdoor environment. Traditional analysis of indoor customer movement often relies on questionnaire surveys and interviews conducted with randomly selected customers [26] , [27] . The information collected in this manner is usually biased because customers need to recall their moving trajectories after the fact. Meanwhile, the volume of data is also limited to reveal the overall mobility pattern. To overcome these drawbacks, several studies have proposed tracking customer movement via various sensor-based indoor positioning technologies, such as Bluetooth [28] , Wi-Fi [29] , and radio-frequency identification (RFID) [30] . Based on such tracking data, existing studies on indoor mobility mainly focused on individual movement trajectories, including moving behavior analysis [31] , [32] , frequent pattern mining [33] , [34] , and trajectory clustering [30] , [35] . However, all these individual-based studies reflect only customers' personal preferences and decision-making processes, while the overall interaction pattern, which indicates the general laws of customer movement, is overlooked. Although some studies used visualization methods such as flow maps and migration plots to display such indoor interactions [36] , [37] , they carried out only qualitative descriptions rather than constructing a quantitative model to explore the deeper understanding of the inherent mechanism of these interactions (i.e., what are the influencing factors that may affect people's indoor movement) because indoor environmental factors are difficult to quantify and interaction models for indoor space are lacking. Namely, revealing the smallscale indoor human-land relationship still remains a challenging task. Therefore, in this paper, we attempt to apply the gravity model to indoor space and try to answer the following question: does indoor human mobility interaction follow the gravity law, and what are its influencing factors? To answer this question, we select two shopping malls with different spatial configurations and store layout strategies as a case study and use indoor positioning data to model the customer mobility flow. First, the movement of customers between different stores is extracted from their shopping trajectories. Then, considering the complexity of the indoor environment and the particularity of indoor movement in shopping malls, two customer flow measures (connectivity flow, indicating the direct connectivity between stores, and association flow, indicating the association relationship between stores) and two distance measures (path distance, indicating the minimum travel cost between stores, and store distance, indicating the mean travel cost between stores) are defined. Finally, the traditional gravity model and its extension, considering the attributes store floor and type, are applied to quantify the relationship between the indoor customer flow and its influencing factors.
The remainder of this paper is structured in four sections. Section II introduces the study area and data, and section III explains our analytical framework. Section IV shows the results of our analysis, and a discussion is provided in section V. In the last section, our conclusions are drawn.
II. STUDY AREA AND DATA
Similar to outdoor space, where humans in different regions usually show different travel characteristics, indoor buildings with different structures may also present different human mobility patterns. Therefore, to detect these differences and make a comparison, our study selects two shopping malls with different spatial configurations and store layout strategies as the study area. One mall, shopping mall A, is located in Chongqing, southwest China, and the other mall, shopping mall B, is located in central Beijing. The spatial structure and layout of the stores are shown in Fig. 1 .
There are 340 stores distributed across 6 floors in shopping mall A and 294 stores distributed across 10 floors in shopping mall B. These stores are divided into 9 types (displayed with different colors in Fig. 1 ), and the number of stores in each type is shown in Table 1 .
Shopping mall A locates multiple types of stores on each floor, and its spatial structure is simple. In contrast, shopping mall B specifies a dominant type for each floor, and its spatial structure is relatively complex. A comparison of the basic characteristics of the two shopping malls is shown in Table 2 .
The customer movement flow used in our study is extracted from indoor positioning data recorded by Wi-Fi routers installed in the shopping malls. The signal from a handset, which usually has a unique media access control (MAC) address, is recorded if it connects to the deployed access points (APs). Therefore, the location of the handset carrier (i.e., the customer) can be determined via an indoor positioning technique. Here, we use the fingerprinting method, where any places in the area are represented by a unique combination of signal intensity and a handset is located if its combination of received signal intensity finds its match [38] , [39] .
We collected indoor positioning data in the two shopping malls for the five days from 11 May 2015 (Monday) to 15 May 2015 (Friday). Each day contains more than 16 million records in shopping mall A and 26 million records in shopping mall B. The fields of these records are as follows:
where Time is the time stamp when a location was positioned; MAC is the media access control address of the handset; Building is the serial number of the different shopping malls; Floor denotes the floor number; and X and Y are the x and y coordinates, respectively, of the location.
Based on the indoor positioning data, the movement trajectory of a customer can be extracted by ordering the location sequence using the time stamps, which is expressed as:
To extract the store visit information of customers, the floor maps of the shopping malls, where different stores are expressed as different polygons, are used to judge whether the customer is in-store. If a positioning point is located in a polygon, we consider the customer to have visited this store (as shown in Fig. 2(a) ). Finally, the movement of customers between stores can be acquired:
· · · , (Time n , Store n )} Meanwhile, to quantify the spatial relationship between different stores, we constructed the road network in the shopping malls according to the locations of store entrances and the spatial constraints of indoor corridors. As shown in Fig. 2 (b), all stores are connected by a constructed rod network, and the green line shows the shortest path between the origin and destination stores, while the red line shows the real path that the customer selected.
III. ANALYTICAL FRAMEWORK A. GRAVITY MODEL
Derived from Newton's law of gravitation, the gravity model suggests that the number of individuals traveling between two places is proportional to the population of these two places and is inversely proportional to the power law of distance between them. The formulation can be expressed as follows:
where F ij is the number of individuals moving between places i and j (measured by the customer flow in our study); P i and P j are the total population of the two places, respectively (measured by the stores' total volume of customers in our study); d ij is the distance between them; and k and α are the coefficients to be estimated. The coefficient α implies the distance decay effect, where a greater α indicates that the number of travelers between two places is more influenced by the distance. Compared to outdoor space, in indoor space, the spatial configuration is more complex, and the human mobility behavior is more specific. Thus, the traditional method used to measure the outdoor customer flow and the distance between two places might not be appropriate. Therefore, we propose two different measurements of the indoor customer flow and distance.
B. MEASUREMENT OF THE CUSTOMER FLOW
In outdoor space, the distance between two places is usually long, and therefore, human mobility is generally goal oriented. This kind of mobility generates a direct interaction between the origin and destination. However, in indoor space, especially in comprehensive public service places such as shopping malls, the distance between two stores is usually short, and customers' movement behavior is usually multipurpose or aimless. Thus, the direct interaction between two stores cannot completely indicate their real relationship. When a customer moves from one store (A) to another store (C), he or she might also visit other stores that attract his or her attention such as B. In this case, in addition to the direct relationships between A and B and between B and C, there is an indirect relationship between A and C.
Therefore, to distinguish these two different relationships, we define two types of customer flow measurements in indoor space. The first is the connectivity flow, which indicates the direct connection between two stores. The second is the association flow, which indicates the association relationship between two stores. For example, given a customer's store visit sequence A-B-C-D-E-F (shown in Fig. 2(a) 
C. MEASUREMENT OF THE DISTANCE
Distance plays an important role in the gravity model because it indicates how spatial location affects the pattern of human mobility interaction. A long distance means that the accessibility between two places is poor, while a short distance means that it is convenient to travel between two places. In outdoor space, this distance is usually measured by the straight-line distance between two city centers or the shortest path distance between two inner city regions. The reason is that the outdoor travel cost is high; thus, people usually choose the shortest way to move. However, in indoor space, people usually choose their path according to their preference rather than the travel cost. As shown in Fig. 2(b) , although there exists a shortest path between the origin and destination store (represented as the green line), the customer chooses another path (represented as the red line), where he or she can visit other stores that attract his or her attention.
Therefore, to better measure the travel cost between two stores, we define two types of distance measurements in shopping malls. The first is the path distance, which is measured by the length of the shortest path between the origin and destination stores. The second is the store distance, which is measured by the mean number of stores that customers visited when they moved from the origin store to the destination store. The path distance indicates the minimum travel cost between two stores, while the store distance indicates the mean travel cost between two stores.
D. EXTENSION OF THE GRAVITY MODEL
The traditional gravity model considers only the distance between two places and their population but there are other factors that may also affect people's movement. Recent studies in outdoor space have shown how the gravity model can be improved to model human mobility by including sociodemographic and environmental variables [8] , [40] . This kind of extension may also be applicable in indoor space. In addition to the distance between two stores and their total volume of customers, spatial constraints (i.e., building floor) and store attributes (i.e., store type) are two types of factors that may affect customer movement. On the one hand, indoor customers are more willing to wander on the same floor than to switch between different floors because moving from one floor to another floor is usually inconvenient and time-consuming. This moving cost can be measured by the number of floors that a customer needs to travel across when switching between two stores. On the other hand, the type of store plays an important role when customers choose which store to visit. In general, customers prefer to travel between stores of the same type because they would like to compare different brands of the same type of good to decide which product to buy. Therefore, we take whether two stores are of the same type as another factor that may affect the customer flows between them.
To extend the gravity model by including the attributes store floor and type, we transform the traditional gravity model into a linear format by taking the logarithms of both sides of the equation and adding these two factors. Finally, the extended gravity model can be formulated as follows:
where f ij is the number of floors between stores i and j; T ij indicates whether these two stores are of the same type (represented as 1) or not (represented as 0); and β and γ are coefficients like α. All of these coefficients can be estimated by conducting linear regression. Meanwhile, to validate our analytical framework, we use the average daily flow of the first four days (Monday to Thursday) to fit the gravity model and then apply this fitted model to predict the customer flow between stores of the last day (Friday).
IV. RESULTS

A. BASIC CHARACTERISTICS OF THE CUSTOMER FLOW
In this section, we first describe the basic characteristics of the customer flow. Table 3 shows some statistics regarding the two types of flow. As a whole, the mean value of the customer flow in shopping mall B is larger than that in shopping mall A, indicating a stronger interaction between stores in shopping mall B. The reason is that the total area of shopping mall B (51,354 square meters) is smaller than that of shopping mall A (123,793 square meters), while the average daily number of customers in shopping mall B (76,377) is much larger than that in shopping mall A (8451). Comparing the minimum, mean, and maximum values and the standard deviation of the two types of flow, we observe a high level of heterogeneity since the maximum value of the customer flow is 2 orders of magnitude larger than the average and the value of the standard deviation is also very high. This uneven pattern of the customer flow can also be proven by the probability distribution. As shown in Fig. 3 , both the connectivity flow and association flow in the two shopping malls follow a power law distribution. This distribution is similar to the spatial interaction distributions identified from outdoor settings such as inter-city traveling flows [15] and mobile communication flows [41] . This fact is a hallmark of the hierarchical structure of indoor interaction; that is, only a small fraction of store pairs are closely related by a large volume of customer flow between them, while most other store pairs are weakly related by a small customer flow between them. Furthermore, comparing the standard deviation of the two types of flows and the exponent of the power law distribution (where a larger value indicates higher heterogeneity), we observe that this hierarchical pattern is much higher in shopping mall B than in shopping mall A and that the association flow is much more hierarchical than the connectivity flow.
Furthermore, we collapsed all store pairs into a single compatibility table according to their floor and type. Then, the mean customer flow between them was calculated; the results are shown in Fig. 4 .
In both shopping malls, store pairs that are of the same type and that are located on the same floor generally have the largest volume of customer flow. Store pairs that are of the same type and that are located on different floors show the weakest customer flow in shopping mall A, while in shopping mall B, store pairs that are of different types and that are located on different floors show the weakest customer flow. All of these results confirm that store floor and type are two potential factors that may influence the customer flow between stores. In the next section, we further explore how these two factors affect the movement of indoor customers by fitting the gravity model.
B. GRAVITY MODEL USING DIFFERENT MEASURES
In this section, we quantitatively explore the factors that may affect the customer flow between two stores by fitting the gravity model introduced in section III. Goodness of fit (GOF) is measured using the correlation coefficient between the observed and estimated customer flows. The different customer flow measures (connectivity flow and association flow) and the different distance measures (path distance and store distance) are used to fit the model. Fig. 5 shows the fitting result of the gravity model using the path distance measure. The GOF of the connectivity flow is 0.78 for shopping mall A and 0.59 for shopping mall B, while that of the association flow is 0.88 for shopping mall A and 0.90 for shopping mall B. These results indicate that the association flow is governed more by the gravity law than connectivity flow. Fig. 6 shows the fitting result of the gravity model using the store distance measure. Regarding the connectivity flow, the GOF is improved in both shopping malls compared to the GOF of the gravity model using the path distance measure (especially in shopping mall B). This result indicates that to fit the gravity model, the store distance is more appropriate in indoor shopping malls. Regarding the association flow, the GOF in shopping mall B is improved, while that in shopping mall A is worsened. This result is mainly caused by the loss of floor constraint information. In the path distance, the distance between different floors is considered, but in the store distance, such information is lost. Based on the plot of the estimated versus observed customer flows, where different colors are used to distinguish store pairs on the same or different floors, the customer flow between stores on the same floor is underestimated, while the customer flow between stores on different floors is overestimated. Table 4 shows the coefficients estimated for the gravity model using different measures. We observe that all of the models are significant at the 0.01 level, indicating that the customer mobility in indoor shopping malls indeed follows the gravity law. Besides, the distance decay exponent α is between 1 and 2 for the connectivity flow and between 0 and 1 for the association flow, indicating that the connectivity flow is influenced more by the distance.
C. GRAVITY MODEL CONSIDERING STORE FLOOR AND TYPE
As shown in sections IV-A and IV-B, the attributes store floor and type have significant influences on the customer flow between stores. Therefore, in this section, we fitted the extended gravity model by considering store floor and type information (as described in section III-D). Fig. 7 shows the fitting result of the extended gravity model using the path distance measure. The GOF of both the connectivity flow and association flow in the two shopping malls is improved compared to the GOF of the traditional gravity model, where store floor and type are not considered (shown in Fig. 5 ). Fig. 8 shows the fitting result of the extended gravity model using the store distance measure. The GOF of both the connectivity flow and association flow in the two shopping malls is also improved compared to the GOF of the traditional gravity model, where store floor and type are not considered (shown in Fig. 6 ). Meanwhile, based on the plot of the estimated versus observed customer flows, the green points and blue points are evenly distributed on both sides of the fitted red line, indicating that in the model, the store floor attribute exerts an effect. Table 5 shows the coefficients estimated for the extended gravity model that considers the attributes store floor and type. We observe that the value of β is negative (indicating a negative correlation between the customer flow and the number of floors between two stores), while the value of γ is positive (indicating a positive correlation between the customer flow and store type). 
D. CUSTOMER FLOW PREDICTION USING THE FITTED GRAVITY MODEL
Having fitted the gravity model, we now use the fitted model to predict the customer flow of another day. Given the total number of customers of two stores and the distance between them, we predict how many customers will travel between them. The prediction result is evaluated by the mean absolute percentage error (MAPE), which is defined as follows:
whereŷ i and y i are the predicted and observed customer flow, respectively, and n is the number of samples. The MAPE gives an absolute measure of prediction performance, and a smaller value indicates a better prediction. Considering that the distribution of the customer flow between stores is uneven, we divide it into four groups by quartiles and calculate the MAPE of each group. Meanwhile, the correlation coefficient (r) between the predicted and observed flows, which determines how well the models predict the relative customer flow between stores (i.e., the rank of flows), is calculated to perform an overall evaluation of the prediction result. Tables 6 and 7 show the evaluation results of the two shopping malls. The correlation coefficient (r) of the connectivity flow is 0.91 in shopping mall A and 0.96 in shopping mall B, while that of the association flow is 0.93 in shopping mall A and 0.97 in shopping mall B. These results indicate a good prediction, especially for the association flow. Based on the MAPE of different customer flow groups, the prediction error is mainly derived from the store pairs with a small volume of customer flow. As the volume of customer flow increases, the prediction error decreases. The reason is that there exist large uncertainties for store pairs with weak interactions, which may be caused by the positioning error or other factors. Under this circumstance, even a small absolute error in prediction may result in high percentage errors.
Regarding store pairs with a customer flow larger than the first quartile, the model generates a better prediction. For the connectivity flow, the MAPE values are less than 67.82% in shopping mall A and less than 46.11% in shopping mall B. For the association flow, the MAPE values are less than 36.57% in shopping mall A and less than 24.32% in shopping mall B. These results indicate that the gravity model can not only explain but also predict the customer flow between stores in indoor space. Such predictions are helpful for shopping mall managers to control the customer flow between stores. On the one hand, if a new store is located in a mall and its total volume of customers is known, then we can predict how many customers it will attract from other existing stores. On the other hand, if a store is conducting promotion events such as discounts or couponing to attract more customers inside, then we can evaluate how many customers it will contribute to other stores.
V. DISCUSSION
In the above section, we observe that the customer flow between stores in shopping malls can be fitted and predicted by the gravity model. In particular, when the association flow and store distance measurements are used, the fitness and prediction are better than those when the traditional connectivity flow and path distance measurements are used. Meanwhile, the extended gravity model considering the attributes store floor and type shows better performance, indicating that the customer flow between stores is also affected by these two factors. In this section, we further discuss the estimated coefficients of different models from two perspectives. The first perspective focuses on the differences in the estimated coefficients for models using different customer flow and store distance measures, while the second perspective focuses on the influence of different spatial configurations and store layout strategies on customers' movement behavior.
Comparing the coefficients estimated for the gravity model using different measures (as shown in Table 4 and Table 5 ), we observe that the distance decay exponent α is between 1 and 2 for the connectivity flow and between 0 and 1 for the association flow in both shopping malls, which indicates that the connectivity flow between two stores is influenced more by their distance. In other words, customers are more sensitive to distance as a deterrent in selecting the next store that they will visit. In general, customers are more likely to choose a nearby store as the next store that they will visit, which is similar to the human intra-urban movement in outdoor space, where the distance decay exponent varies between 1 and 2 [13] , [42] , [43] . However, the influence of distance on the association flow is relatively small because it is usually demand driven. Although the distance between two associated stores may be long, customers are willing to travel between them to satisfy their multiple shopping demands.
Regarding the coefficients of store floor (β) and type (γ ), the value of β is negative (indicating a negative correlation between the customer flow and the number of floors between two stores), while the value of γ is positive (indicating a positive correlation between the customer flow and store type). Specifically, customers are usually unwilling to travel between stores located on different floors because the travel cost is high when stores are obstructed by floor constraints. If the number of floors between two stores increases, the customer flow between them will decrease. Meanwhile, customers are more likely to visit stores of the same type because they usually prefer to compare different brands of goods of the same type to decide which product to buy. Besides, the values of β and γ for the connectivity flow are larger than those for the association flow, indicating that the connectivity flow is more sensitive to these two factors. In particular, when the store distance is used, the value of β increases significantly because the path distance can reflect the constraint of floors to some extent, while the store distance cannot.
To explore the influence of different spatial configurations and store layout strategies on the movement of customers, we compare the estimated coefficients of the two shopping malls. As shown in Tables 4 and 5, the distance decay exponent α of shopping mall B is larger than that of shopping mall A, especially for the connectivity flow. The reason is that the spatial configuration in shopping mall B is more complex; thus, the movement of customers is more constrained. Based on the shopping mall layout shown in Fig. 1 and the basic characteristics shown in Table 2 , corridors in various directions form an irregular spatial configuration in shopping mall B; however, in shopping mall A, the spatial configuration is relatively simple, with stores being distributed regularly along two parallel corridors on each floor. Meanwhile, although the total area of shopping mall B (51,354 m 2 ) is smaller than that of shopping mall A (123,793 m 2 ), there are 10 floors in shopping mall B, while shopping mall A has only 6 floors. As a result of this complex spatial configuration, the travel cost between two stores in shopping mall B is high. Therefore, the movement of customers, especially between store pairs with a long distance, is more constrained.
Different from the distance decay exponent α, the coefficients of both store floor (β) and type (γ ) of shopping mall A are larger than those of shopping mall B, indicating that these two factors play a more important role in shopping mall A. This result is related to the store layout strategies of the two shopping malls: shopping mall A arranges multiple types of stores on each floor, while shopping mall B specifies a dominant type for each floor. As shown in Table 2 , the mean area of each floor is large (20,632 m 2 ), and the store types are comprehensive (with an average of 6 to 7 types of stores on each floor) in shopping mall A. Thus, customers can satisfy their multiple shopping needs on one floor and are unwilling to travel between different floors. In contrast, in shopping B, the mean area of each floor is small (5135 m 2 ), and there is generally a single store type (with an average of 3 to 4 types of stores on each floor). Thus, customers must travel between different floors to satisfy their multiple shopping purposes. Meanwhile, the accessibility between different floors in shopping mall B (with an average of 10 elevators on each floor) is better than that in shopping mall A (with an average of 9 elevators on each floor). Therefore, the influence of the floors on the movement of customers in shopping mall B is relatively small. Regarding store type, its influence is more significant in shopping mall A because the overall store type distribution in shopping mall A is more diversified. As shown in Table 1 , there are 9 types of stores in shopping mall A, while shopping mall B has only 8 types of stores. Meanwhile, shopping mall A is dominated by two types of stores (clothing and food), while shopping mall B is mainly dominated by clothing stores.
VI. CONCLUSION
Existing studies on spatial interaction mainly focus on largescale outdoor space. Few studies have investigated the spatial interaction in a small-scale indoor space. In this study, we adopt customer flow data from shopping malls to analyze interaction between stores, and for the first time, the gravity model is applied to quantify the relationship between interaction intensity and their influencing factors. Two different customer flow measures (connectivity flow and association flow) and two different distance measures (path distance and store distance) are compared, and other potential impact factors (store floor and type) are also considered. The major conclusions are as follows:
(1) Interaction between stores in shopping malls follow a power law distribution, indicating a hierarchical pattern of the customer movement between stores. That is, only a small fraction of store pairs are closely related by a large volume of customers traveling between them, while most other store pairs are weakly related, having small customer flows between them.
(2) Just as in outdoor space, indoor customer mobility is governed by the gravity law, where the number of customers traveling between two stores is proportional to the total volume of customers of these stores and decays with the distance between them. Meanwhile, the distance decay exponent α is between 1 and 2 for the connectivity flow and between 0 and 1 for the association flow, indicating that compared to associated stores, customers are more sensitive to distance as a deterrent in selecting the next store that they will visit.
(3) Store floor and type are also two important factors that affect interaction between stores because our extended gravity model considering these two factors performs better than the traditional model. Meanwhile, our proposed store distance is more appropriate as a travel cost measure in indoor space because it generates a better fitness than the path distance.
To the best of our knowledge, this study is the first to use the gravity model to analyze the interaction of human mobility in small-scale indoor space. The significance lies in two aspects. On the one hand, the proposed analytical framework is useful for revealing the pattern of indoor human mobility, given that humans spend over 70% of their time indoors. Meanwhile, the fitting of the gravity model provides new insights into quantifying the relationship between the patterns of indoor spatial interaction and their influencing factors, which is helpful for understanding the human-land relationship in small-scale indoor space. On the other hand, the related findings can support public service facilities such as shopping malls to optimize their layout, estimate the customer flows and promote sales. For example, our findings can help managers answer questions such as the following: ''What is the optimal location for a new store?'', ''When locating a new store, how many customers will it attract from other existing stores?'', and ''Which store pairs can be selected to conduct joint promotions to increase the total customer flow in the mall?''.
